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US-SOMO (SOlution MOdeler): versatile and 

reliable hydrodynamic and SAS modeling of 

biomacromolecules within the UltraScan AUC 
data analysis software



Hydrodynamics.
Stokes-Einstein’s law

f = 6πηr

The translational frictional coefficient of f a sphere of 

radius r in a solvent of viscosity η is:

For a body of unknown shape having a translational 
frictional coefficient f, we can define the Stokes 

radius Rs as that of a sphere having the same f

Rs = r = f/6πη



s = (M/N0)(1 - v2ρ)/f

Sedimentation coefficient s:

where M = mass
N0 = Avogadro’s number
v2 = partial specific volume

ρ = solvent density

Dt = kbT/f

Translational diffusion coefficient Dt:

where kb = Boltzmann’s constant
T = solution temperature (°K)
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The “hydration” issue



……………………………………………………………..



Hydration from NMR freezing experiments



Reconciling hydration dynamics with hydrodynamics

1-The static picture of biomolecular hydration is fundamentally inconsistent 

with magnetic relaxation dispersion experiments and molecular dynamics 

simulations, which both reveal a highly dynamic interface where rotation 

and exchange of nearly all water molecules are several orders of

magnitude faster than biomolecular diffusion.

2-Waters near the biomolecular surface have a different density, and alter 

the local viscosity. It turns out that considering a number of “tightly bound”, 

static water molecules compensate well for this local viscosity effect, 

otherwise very hard to be directly taken into account.



Bead modeling methods: from an idea of Bead modeling methods: from an idea of 

V. Bloomfield, further developed by D.C. Teller, to V. Bloomfield, further developed by D.C. Teller, to 

HYDROPRO (J. HYDROPRO (J. GarcGarcííaa de la Torre)de la Torre)



Low Reynolds number hydrodynamics



TO COMPUTE THE PARAMETERS THAT 

CAN BE MEASURED EXPERIMENTALLY, A 

COMPROMISE MUST BE REACHED 

BETWEEN A GOOD REPRESENTATION OF 

THE SURFACE OF THE PROTEIN AND A 

LOW NUMBER OF FRICTIONAL ELEMENTS 

(BEADS).

THE LAYER OF “TIGHTLY BOUND” WATER 

OF HYDRATION MUST ALSO BE TAKEN 

INTO ACCOUNT



Early programs developed by 
the Byron/Rocco groups:

BEAMS (BEAds Modeling 

System) Spotorno et al., Eur. 

Biophys. J. 25, 373-384, 1997.

AtoB
Byron, Biophys J. 72, 408-415, 

1997.

SOMO (SOlution MOdeler) 

Rai et al., Structure 13, 723-
744, 2005;



Method SOMO (SOlution MOdeller): generating medium-
resolution bead models from atomic coordinates

Main features:

1 bead/side chain & 1 bead/main chain.

Water of hydration, based on residues, 

is included in each bead.

Rai et al., Structure, May 2005

A→B After ASA screening,exposed 
side -chains beads are placed.

B→C Beads overlapping by more than 
a preset threshold can be fused 
together. Overlaps are then removed, 
reducing the radii and outward 
translating the centers of exposed 
beads.

C→D Exposed peptide bond beads are 
placed and overlaps removed.

D→E Buried beads are placed and 
overlaps removed. They should be 
excluded from the computations of 
the hydrodynamic parameters.



The “peptide bond” rule

Leu2 main chain



The “peptide bond” rule

Leu2-Ala3 PB



Improved AtoB (Grid) method: generating variable-resolution 
bead models from atomic coordinates

Main features:

1 bead/cube in a variable-size cubic 

grid. Water of hydration, based on 

atom values, included in each bead.

A→B All the beads are generated and 
placed (CM or CC).

B→C Beads are screened for surface 
accessibility (ASA; red, accessible;
orange, buried).

C→D Overlaps between the exposed 
beads are then removed, reducing the 
radii and outward translating the  
beads’ centers.

D→E Overlaps between the buried 
beads are then removed, and they are 
re-screened for accessibility. Buried 
beads are excluded from 
hydrodynamic computations.
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Other hydrodynamic computations methods

ZENO – Developed by Mansfield, Kang and     

Douglas (Stevens Institute and NIST)

BEST – Developed by S. Aragon, SFSU, CA



Scientific Principle of Program:

The Zeno computational method 
involves enclosing an arbitrary-
shaped probed object within a 
sphere and launching random 
walks from this sphere. The 
probing trajectories either hit or 
return to the launch surface (‘loss’) 
as shown in the figure for a model 
soot particle  aggregate, 
whereupon the trajectory is either 
terminated 
or reinitiated.  The fraction of random walk trajectories that 

hit the probed object determines its capacity C 
(hydrodynamic radius) and 

the electric polarizibility tensor α and [η] are 
estimated similarly.



ZENO: A Monte Carlo Numerical Path 

Integrator
ZENO computes: 

�electric Polarizability Tensor, 

�self-capacity,

�intrinsic conductivity

�Intrinsic viscosity 

�hydrodynamic radius

�translational diffusion coefficient

�translational friction coefficient 

�radius of gyration

�structure factor...

of arbitrarily shaped objects

Douglas & Zhou & Hubbard, PRE, Vol 49, Page 5319, (1994).

Douglas & Garboczi, Adv. Chem. Phys, Vol 91, Pages 85-153,(1995). 

Mansfield et al., PRE, Vol 53, Vol 64, Pages 061401-16, 2001

Mansfield & Douglas, PRE, Vol 81, 021803 (2010) 

Hitting 
path

R

Escaping 

path

http://web.stevens.edu/zeno/

β = # hits

# attempts

RH = βR

fr = 6πηRH

D = kT

6πηRH



BEST principles

BEST uses a very precise boundary element numerical solution of the exact formulation of 

the hydrodynamic resistance problem with stick  boundary conditions to compute the full 

transport tensors in the center of resistance or the center of diffusion for an arbitrarily shaped 

rigid body, including rotation-translation coupling.

The input for BEST is a triangulation of the solvent-defined surface of the molecule of interest, 

given by Connolly’s MSROLL. The triangulation is prepared for BEST by COALESCE, a 

program that allows user control over the quality and number of triangles to describe the 

surface. The computations are repeated for a series of triangulated structures with different 

number of plates, and extrapolated to zero  plate size.



How to reliably test the methods?

• We have collected literature data, and carefully 
analyzed them for proper extrapolation and 
reduction to standard conditions.

• We chose to investigate in depth only the translational 
friction data, namely D0

t(20,w) and s0
(20,w).

• We selected PDB crystal structures from the same species 
as the experimental data.

• We performed the computations on those structures using 
SoMo, SoMo+Zeno, AtoB with two different grid sizes, 
BEST (all using the US-SOMO interface), and 
HYDROPRO (externally).



Test proteins used



Overall performance of the different hydrodynamic modeling methods: Dt



Comparison between hydrodynamic calculations methods

using 21 test proteins: translational diffusion coefficient



Overall performance of the different hydrodynamic modeling methods: s



Comparison conclusions:
• Dt is always better matched than s. This is likely 

due to poor psv knowledge/estimation.
• HYDROPRO and BEST both underestimate Dt and s. This is likely 

due to an excessive expansion of the surface in an attempt to account 
for hydration.

• SoMo with overlap removal overestimates Dt and s. This is likely due 
to an excessive shrinkage of the hydrated beads notwithstanding the 
outward translation.

• AtoB with a 5 Å grid appears to produce reasonable hydrated surfaces 
leading to very good Dt matching.

• The combination of SoMo models without overlap removal and Zeno 
computations produces the best Dt matching.


